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Measurements by atomic force microscopy are reported for ~100! and ~110! surfaces of SrTiO3 monocrystals
prepared with different oxidizing and reducing conditions at elevated temperatures ~800–1000 °C!. The mor-
phology of the surfaces turns out to be drastically altered for both oxidized and reduced crystals in comparison
with the original stoichiometric surfaces. The observed changes on the surface of SrTiO3 due to the applied
extensive thermal treatment cannot be explained by the formation of point defects, relaxation of the uppermost
surface layer, rumpling, or reconstruction due to vacancy ordering. Instead, the results have to be interpreted in
terms of segregation processes and solid-state reactions at elevated temperatures which cause the formation of
new chemical phases on the surface and in the region underneath. On the surface of oxygen-annealed SrTiO3,
this leads to the growth of steps perpendicular to the surface with step heights larger than the unit cell of the
perovskite structure. Crystals prepared above 900 °C are shown to exhibit a step height of 11.8 Å which is
attributed to the formation of a Ruddlesden-Popper phase SrO*(SrTiO3)n with n51 on the surface. In the case
of reduced crystals, the topographic changes on the surface are caused by the formation of Ti-rich phases such
as TiO and Ti2O on the surface above 900 °C. The complex interplay of the processes at the surface for
different temperatures, in particular its dependence on the details of the heat treatment, is discussed. The
induced chemical heterogeneity on the surface and in the near-surface region are interpreted in terms of a
kinetic demixing. The potential driving forces for this behavior are discussed. @S0163-1829~99!09531-4#I. INTRODUCTION
The surfaces of the perovskites of ABO3 type are of in-
terest for basic research as well as due to their technological
applications. Of these materials, SrTiO3 has attracted special
attention and is generally regarded as a model substance for
the perovskite group. Numerous studies exist for the surface
of SrTiO3 ~see e.g., Refs. 1 and 2 and references therein!
which have investigated the electronic structure of the
stoichiometric surface ~see, e.g., Ref. 3! and the influence of
different types of defects ~see, e.g., Ref. 4!. Recent interest
was stirred by theoretical results which indicate that the sur-
face may give rise to a possible ferroelectric reconstruction5
and may become metallic on introduction of oxygen
vacancies.6 The surface can also be of special relevance con-
cerning the critical scattering above Tc ~see, e.g., Ref. 7!.
Furthermore, SrTiO3 was, at one time, regarded as an ex-
ample case for the existence of localized surface states of d
character,8 which may play an important role in chemisorp-
tion properties and photolysis. SrTiO3 is a particularly useful
material for surface studies since it does not exhibit a domain
structure which influences the topography of the surfaces; it
is paraelectric and maintains the simple cubic crystal struc-
ture for a wide temperature range. Nowadays, the surface of
SrTiO3 has become of potential technological use as sub-
strate for the high-Tc superconductors ~see, e.g., Ref. 9 and
references therein! or as part of high Tc-based
heterostructures.10
The surface and the region below, which is sometimes
called ‘‘surface layer,’’ strongly influence the macroscopic
properties of SrTiO3, such as the electrical conductivity11 orPRB 600163-1829/99/60~8!/5909~18!/$15.00dielectric phenomena at elevated temperatures.12 It is well
known that the surface region exhibits drastically different
behavior compared to the bulk of the crystal. Yet the char-
acter of this region is not well understood, and there are no
clear ideas about the dimension of it. It has, however, be-
come clear that this region is not restricted, as the terminol-
ogy surface layer may suggest, to the uppermost monolayers
of the crystals but extends considerably into the bulk, rang-
ing from just a few nm to even several hundreds mm. A
prominent example of the disturbing effects of this region are
the experiments in conjunction with the superconducting
properties of reduced SrTiO3.13 It has been reported ~see,
e.g., Ref. 14! that a considerable amount of material had to
be removed from the samples under investigation after ther-
mal preparation before adequate experiments could be per-
formed. The same holds true for standard electrical charac-
terization of reduced samples ~see, e.g., Ref. 15!.
Understanding the electrical behavior of the surface region
and the character of the surface is also essential since mea-
surements of the conductivity lie at the heart of defect chem-
istry and its analysis of the defect concentration ~see, e.g., the
recent review by Ref. 16!. For this, a detailed analysis of the
real surface structure and the properties at the electrode/
crystal interface is necessary. In addition, the phenomena
related with the surface region are of special relevance for
the technological application of thin layers based on SrTiO3,
in particular, as a possible dielectric material for microelec-
tronics.
Recently, microanalysis in combination with x-ray dif-
fraction has revealed that the near-surface region of SrTiO3
extending several tens of nm into the bulk of the material5909 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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treatment for reducing as well as oxidizing conditions.17 This
restructuring of the surface region is caused by a dramatic
redistribution of material and the formation of nonperovskite
phases at elevated temperatures, such as Sr-enriched phases
of the so-called Ruddlesden-Popper type18 and various forms
of titanium oxides. These results shed light on the character
of the real surface of SrTiO3 after thermal treatment. One has
therefore to ask how the restructuring of the surface region
manifests itself on the surface.
The ~100! surface of SrTiO3 is well suited to address this
question. It is the most thoroughly studied surface for the
perovskites.1,2,19,20 In an idealized description for the
stoichiometric crystal, this nonpolar surface is considered to
be terminated by two forms of undisturbed surface layers,
the SrO and TiO2 planes. Experiments suggest that these
surfaces relax slightly perpendicular to the surface.21 Nor-
mally, the vacuum-fractured surface exposes fragments of
both types of surfaces, but special treatment can provide
atomically smooth surfaces of either type.22 For thermally
reduced crystals the creation of point defects, predominantly
oxygen vacancies, was taken into account and extensively
investigated.1,4 Also, the possibility of reconstruction due to
ordering of the vacancies has been discussed, and both
experimentally23–26 and theoretically6 examined. A wide
range of possible reconstructions have been observed, but no
consistent picture of the effects of thermal treatment under
reducing conditions has so far emerged. In fact, the details of
the organization of the oxygen vacancies on the surface seem
to be highly dependent on preparation conditions.25,27 Other
studies have indicated an even more dramatic influence due
to the thermal process. Beside the expected surface reduction
with a loss of oxygen, segregation processes can lead to a
change in the cation:cation ratio,28,29 i.e., enrichment or, al-
ternatively, depletion of either Ti or Sr. The experimental
facts are, however, contradictory: whereas, according to
Hirata et al.,30 the ~100! surface annealed in vacuum is de-
pleted by SrO and becomes covered by only TiO2 planes,
Liang and Bonnell28,29 ~see also Ref. 31! observed an enrich-
ment of SrO. Even more, in the study by Liang and
Bonnell28,29 the ordering on the surface as deduced from
scanning tunnel microscopy measurements was tentatively
attributed to the formation of the so-called Ruddlesden-
Popper phases.18 This observation points to dramatic effects
at elevated temperatures and it is tempting to relate these to
the above-mentioned restructuring of the near-surface region.
Note that these phenomena of the reduction process do not
only apply to SrTiO3 but also manifest themselves in the
case of a ferroelectric perovskite such as KNbO3.32
It is thus apparent for thermal reduction that the behavior
of the ~100! surface of SrTiO3 cannot be described by a
standard point defect model in terms of only oxygen vacan-
cies. This situation also applies to oxidizing conditions.
Though much less is yet known about the effects of oxidiz-
ing conditions at elevated temperatures for SrTiO3-surfaces,
existing experimental observations for the ~100! surface in-
dicate a similar variety of phenomena: different forms of
reconstructions and superstructures ~see, e.g., Refs. 33–35!,
surface segregation of Sr ~see, e.g., Ref. 36!, as well as a
large scale rearrangement of atoms giving rise to a growth of
terraces.34,37–40 The latter phenomenon causes a flattening ofthe surface and finds, in fact, practical importance in the use
of SrTiO3 as substrate for film deposition. Special interest in
the rearrangement of atoms on SrTiO3 surfaces has arisen in
connection with the topographical changes observed on a
~305! surface,41 which makes this very special surface well
suited to select optimal surface probes for atomic force mi-
croscopy. By turning to the x-ray-diffraction data42 and
microanalysis17 of SrTiO3 heat treated in oxidizing condi-
tions it becomes apparent that, just as in the case of reduc-
tion, the whole near-surface region is affected by a major
restructuring leading to a chemical inhomogeneity. Therefore
dramatic changes in the morphology of the surfaces are in-
deed to be expected.
Our main goal in this study is to correlate the changes in
the morphology of the real surface of SrTiO3 after extensive
thermal treatment with the restructuring observed in the
near-surface region. We are taking a systematic approach by
investigating the surface of SrTiO3 for both reducing and
oxidizing conditions prepared at different temperatures. For
the surface analysis we employed mainly atomic force mi-
croscopy ~AFM! to be able to study the morphology of the
surfaces independent of the electrical properties of the
samples. For comparison, we also performed measurements
of reduced crystals with scanning tunnel microscopy ~STM!.
We included in our investigation crystals with both ~100! and
~110! surfaces in order to compare the changes on the sur-
faces as a function of orientation.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
For our measurements we used commercially available
monocrystals of SrTiO3 with ~100! and ~110! orientation. All
the samples were grown by the Verneuil method, yet origi-
nated from different distributors ~MaTecK, CrysTec!. Rock-
ing curve data provided by the manufacturer show absence
of mosaic structure. The purity level was determined by
chemical analysis revealing that the main contribution of im-
purities stems from Ba for both crystals with several dozen
ppm, whereas all other impurities turned out to be well be-
low a few ppm. For our surface analysis we used several
instruments. The majority of AFM measurements were con-
ducted at air employing a commercial instrument by Nano-
scope in the tapping mode. An instrument by Omicron was
also available for in situ experiments with AFM in the con-
tact mode under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. We have con-
vinced ourselves that samples prepared at high partial pres-
sure of oxygen and under ultrahigh vacuum conditions reveal
the same topographical results independent of performing the
experiment in situ or ex situ. But, the latter instrument also
provided the opportunity of STM measurements under the
same experimental conditions. Furthermore, in some cases
we also utilized a Besocke-type STM instrument.
The surfaces of our crystals showed a microroughness of
the order of 1.5 nm, with a typical picture as in Fig. 1 of the
~100! and the ~110! surfaces, respectively. As can be taken
from Table I, the ~100! surface exhibited regular steps of the
height of half ~1.9 Å! and a full unit cell ~3.9 Å!, just as
expected.22,28 On higher resolution, the rugged character and
bulging shape of these steps is discernible as a result of the
mechanochemical preparation.
PRB 60 5911SURFACES OF REDUCED AND OXIDIZED SrTiO3 . . .FIG. 1. AFM images of the ~100! and ~110! surfaces of the original stoichiometric crystal prior to heat treatment.The traditional picture of conditioning SrTiO3 crystals at
elevated temperatures is based on the defect chemistry in
terms of statistically distributed point defects. The prepara-
tion of our crystals at elevated temperature was therefore
performed on the basis of the standard defect chemistry dia-
gram in order to allow a direct comparison with the classical
point defect models. Preparation conditions were chosen to
obtain crystals in the so-called n and p regime as illustrated
in Fig. 2 ~Ref. 16; data for SrTiO3 are taken from Ref. 43!.
For this, the crystals were annealed at low oxygen partial
pressure (pO2510
28 Torr, T5750– 1000 °C, t524 h) and
were exposed to high partial oxygen pressure (pO2
5200 Torr, T5750– 1000 °C, t524 h), respectively. In this
temperature range the amount of material loss is considered
to be negligible.44,45 The selected conditions also provided a
direct extension of our previous study by use of x-ray dif-
fraction ~XRD! and secondary ion mass spectrometry
~SIMS!,17 where we used samples from either the same batchor, at least, from the same manufacturer. SIMS allowed to
check that the impurity concentration did not change in the
surface region after thermal treatment.
Since the AFM and STM measurements could not be per-
formed at elevated temperatures, we do, of course, not get an
immediate picture of the surfaces in status nascendi. In most
cases, we took care to provide an immediate heating as well
as rapid cooling in situ ~flash cooling by quenching, for re-
duced crystals approximately ~app.! 500 °C/min and for oxi-
dized crystals about 1000 °C/min! in order to expose the
samples directly to the relevant elevated temperature and
freeze the resulting surface topography, respectively.
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 3 we present results of our AFM measurements for
the ~100! surface of SrTiO3 prepared at various temperatures
under oxidizing @Fig. 3~a!# and reducing @Fig. 3~c!# condi-TABLE I. Analysis of observed step heights of terraces on ~100! surfaces for crystals heated in oxidizing
conditions for different temperatures. Also included are the values for surfaces reduced at 1000 °C. All the
values have been obtained by a standard averaging procedure provided by the manufacturer ~Nanoscope!.
Two or three locations on the surface have been selected at random to analyze 10 steps in the case of
oxidation and 20 steps in the case of reduction. The accuracy of step-height analysis is of the order 60.1 Å.
Preparation
conditions
SrTiO3 ~100! 1.9 Å 3.9 Å
stoichiometric ~40%! ~50%!
SrTiO3 ~100! 1.9 Å 3.9 Å 5.9 Å
800 °C, 200 Torr O2, 24 h ~20%! ~30%! ~40%!
SrTiO3 ~100! 3.9 Å 5.9 Å 11.8 Å
900 °C, 200 Torr O2, 24 h ~20%! ~30%! ~30%!
SrTiO3 ~100! 5.9 Å 11.8 Å
1000 °C, 200 Torr O2, 24 h ~10%! ~80%!
SrTiO3 ~100! 4.1 Å 4.8 Å
1000 °C, 1028 Torr O2, 24 h ~30%! ~60%!
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included for the oxidizing situation @Fig. 3~b!#. All the sur-
faces prepared at elevated temperature differed obviously
drastically from the original surface with its regular arrange-
ment of steps due to the different atomic layers of the crystal
~compare with Fig. 1!. The surfaces of the oxidized crystals
with ~100! orientation showed regular terraces of variable
form and size, clearly discernible already at 800 °C. With
increasing temperatures these terraces became more pro-
nounced and exhibited sharp contours, in agreement with the
literature ~see, e.g., Ref. 38!. Furthermore, steps of height
larger than the regular perovskite unit cell ~3.9 Å! were dis-
covered, already apparent at 900 °C. At 1000 °C the size of
the terraces was further enlarged and the step height turned
out to be dominated by app. 11.8 Å @see also Fig. 4~a!,~b!#.
The detailed analysis of the step heights for different prepa-
ration temperatures can be taken from Table I. One also ob-
serves clear-cut ends of the terraces for both 900 and
1000 °C, sometimes leading to a zigzag-type structure. Fi-
nally, AFM measurements under UHV conditions in the
horizontal force mode provided atomic resolution @Fig. 4~c!#
and revealed that the flat areas on the terraces showed the
typical lattice parameters of SrTiO3 (a5b53.9 Å) with an
orientation of ~100!. It should be stressed that these results
show for the first time AFM data with atomic resolution of
SrTiO3 surfaces, in contrast to previous results, which only
allowed to determine the distance between atomic rows on
stoichiometric surfaces.37,46
We repeated the analysis for about a dozen different crys-
tals prepared with similar preparation conditions and always
observed similar kinds of topographical changes. Only the
time for these features to develop and the spatial arrange-
ment varied from crystal to crystal. We have not performed a
systematic analysis of the trends, but the existing data sug-
FIG. 2. Chemistry diagram for SrTiO3 adapted from Ref. 43
with the concentration of defects ~in arbitrary units! versus partial
pressure of oxygen in Pa. The different regimes for n- and p-type
SrTiO3, i.e., reduction and oxidation, are indicated. The arrows de-
note the effect of in-situ heating and cooling of the samples. Note
that the equilibrium position for reducing conditions traverses both
p- and n-type region on heating and cooling.gest that the individual variations depended critically on the
quality of the crystals such as the impurity concentration and
density of extended defects.
The oxidized crystals with ~110! orientation, in particular
for 900 and 1000 °C, showed a different, irregular behavior
compared to the surface with ~100! orientation. One can still
distinguish the terracelike structure, but with decreased di-
mension and of correspondingly much higher density. Obvi-
ously, these terraces could not form in the same continuous
manner as for the ~100! surface. But still, these terraces ex-
hibited a similar kind of characteristic concerning the step
height as in the case of the ~100! surface, with a dominant
contribution at high temperatures ~900 and 1000 °C! of steps
with a height of app. 11.8 Å. On the other hand, several other
fascinating features are visible on the ~110! surface which
indicate a different kind of restructuring as for the ~100!
surface. For instance, huge, roundish ridges were discernible
which reminded us of a rooflike structure as visualized in
Fig. 5. These features became more pronounced with in-
creasing temperature. Furthermore, crystallites accompanied
by craterlike structures developed at various, randomly dis-
tributed positions of the surface. The crystallites were much
higher ~e.g., 100 nm! than any of the terraces ~app. 11.8 Å!.
The surroundings of the crystallites also showed a spiral-like
ordering of terraces.
Turning to the reduced crystals, the modified surfaces @see
Fig. 3~c!# gave yet another picture. Still, the surface was
covered by the steplike structures of the original stoichio-
metric surface, but full of holes. The depth of these holes
corresponds to the original step height, thus exposing the
surface of the underlying atomic layer. With increasing tem-
peratures, these holes simply grew with a rectangular, mean-
derlike shape at 900 °C and a mosaiclike structure at
1000 °C. Notice that, at the same time, the step height in-
creased with temperatures. Whereas for 900 °C the major
step height was still 3.9 Å, we found for 1000 °C a dominant
contribution from steps ranging in height between 4.1 and
4.8 Å ~see Table I!. Closer inspection of surfaces for
samples, which differ only in the duration of high-
temperature annealing, suggest that, at first, holes appear on
the surface which, then, seem to grow systematically. Sub-
sequently, the surface rearranges in a manner which pro-
duces the new structures apparent in Fig. 3~c!. Notice further,
on top of all our reduced surfaces, one discovers a distribu-
tion of dropletlike features of variable size ~compare also
Refs. 25 and 28! and that these were almost completely ab-
sent for oxidized crystals.
In Fig. 6 we show measurements of the ~100! surface of
reduced SrTiO3 crystals obtained by STM. The samples in
this experiment had been cooled slowly under UHV condi-
tions relying solely on the cooling rate governed by the de-
crease of the temperature within the oven and the heat ca-
pacity of the sample holder. This is in contrast to the
measurements described above ~resulting in the AFM images
given in Fig. 3!, where instantaneous cooling of the samples
was applied by quenching, thus freezing more or less instan-
taneously the topographical structures on the surface. Com-
paring the surfaces in Fig. 6 with the AFM images in Fig. 3
reveals that the details of the experiments influenced drasti-
cally the restructuring on the surface. The surface resulting
after slow cooling of the sample showed a canyonlike struc-
PRB 60 5913SURFACES OF REDUCED AND OXIDIZED SrTiO3 . . .FIG. 3. AFM images of ~100! surfaces after thermal treatment at various temperatures for oxidizing ~a! and reducing ~c! conditions. For
comparison, the ~110! surface oxidized with the same parameters is shown in ~b!.ture. This compares well with the results of Liang and
Bonnell,28,29 except for the distance between the ridges,
which turned out to be larger in our case. In order to provide
an explanation for these features, we performed AFM mea-
surements for the same kind of experimental conditions. Fig-
ure 7 shows the AFM images for different annealing times
taken directly after cooling slowly in situ, which reveal the
buildup of ridges on top of the surface. Furthermore, these
experiments illustrate the development of these structures
since the AFM images in Fig. 7 are obtained by successive
annealing of the same sample. One can see that insular fea-
tures develop at first @Fig. 7~a!#. The density of the ridges
turned out to increase with time @Fig. 7~b!# and further an-
nealing produces the canyonlike structure observed by STM
as given in Fig. 6. Interestingly, the shape of the structures in
Fig. 7 seems to indicate that the ridges, for these preparation
conditions not yet fully established, may, in fact, have some-
thing to do with the dropletlike structure observed on therapidly cooled samples @Fig. 3~c!#. The STM experiments,
moreover, gave the opportunity to scan the top of the ridges
with atomic resolution. As shown in Fig. 8, we even discov-
ered a growth spiral with separation of the atoms related to
the unit cell of the perovskite structure ~3.9 Å!.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our study confirms that the topography of ~100! and ~110!
surfaces of SrTiO3 crystals is completely transformed after
heat treatment with both reducing as well as oxidizing con-
ditions. Our results support the idea, proposed by Liang and
Bonnell for reducing conditions,28,29 that the observed dra-
matic modifications of the surface cannot be related to the
formation of point defects or reconstruction due to vacancy
ordering, but instead have to be interpreted by the formation
of nonperovskite phases. In the following we are going to
relate the morphological changes on the surface to the
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qualitative model developed for the complex interplay of
these phenomena, presented in Ref. 17, forms the basis of
our interpretation. We therefore start below with a short re-
view of this description before entering into the detailed in-
terpretation of our findings. We will then provide a detailed
analysis of the experimentally observed changes in the sur-
face morphology for the oxidizing and reducing conditions.
Finally, we will conclude with a discussion of the possible
driving forces responsible for the restructuring of the surface
and the region below.
A. Induced chemical heterogeneity in the near-surface region
The standard models of defect chemistry developed to
describe the bulk properties of perovskite of ABO3 type after
equilibration at elevated temperature are based on the idea
that thermal treatment of the crystals leads to the occurrence
of point defects within the bulk of the material ~see, e.g.,
FIG. 3. ~Continued!.Refs. 16 and 47, and references therein!. The basic assump-
tion for the nonstoichiometry is thus a crystal with only a
statistical distribution of point defects and their diffusion by
random walk in an otherwise homogeneous crystal. The cor-
responding defect chemistry diagrams ~see Fig. 2! relies on
measurement of the so-called ‘‘equilibrium’’ electrical con-
ductivity and its relation to the partial pressure of oxygen in
the surrounding atmosphere.
However, experimental evidence suggests that the
samples treated in the standard manner at elevated tempera-
tures are, in fact, not in equilibrium. Instead, restructuring of
the near-surface region leads to a continuous development of
a chemical heterogeneity starting out from the surface in
contact with the outer atmosphere42 and growing into the
crystal with time.17 The corresponding chemical phases have
been identified by x-ray diffraction on pulverized single
FIG. 4. Detailed pseudo-three-dimensional presentation of a
~100! surface oxidized at 1000 °C @compare the upper picture also
with Fig. 3~a!#. The topography has a pronounced zigzag-type
structure @see details of segment S in the middle picture, ~b!# and is
governed by a step height of 11.8 Å. This is related to the lattice
constant in the c direction of a Ruddlesden-Popper phase (Sr2TiO4)
which is perpendicular to the surface. Enlargement ~segment A in-
dicated in the middle figure! reveals the perovskite unit cell (a
5b53.9 Å) with atomic resolution @lower picture, ~c!#.
PRB 60 5915SURFACES OF REDUCED AND OXIDIZED SrTiO3 . . .FIG. 5. Detailed pseudo-three-dimensional presentations with various enlargements of a ~110! surface oxidized at 1000 °C @see Fig. 3~b!#.crystals, whereas microanalysis by secondary ion mass spec-
trometry of single crystals has served to monitor the in-depth
redistribution of Sr and Ti. The dynamic character of this
chemical heterogeneity can be directly inferred from the ex-
perimentally determined rate of formation of the non-
perovskite phases in SrTiO3 for different temperatures as
collected in Fig. 9. The proportion of nonperovskite phases
increases linearly with time ~for more details, see Ref. 42!, at
least for the typical length of heat treatment as was also used
in this work. Notice that for much longer exposure times the
formation rate may change, but has so far not been investi-
gated. Similarly, no information is yet available about the
dimensions of this chemical heterogeneity for single crystals
after extensive annealing.
The distribution of chemical phases within the near-
surface region is schematically illustrated in Fig. 10. Notice,
for the kind of thermal treatment employed in this work a
region of at least 30–40 nm into the bulk of the crystals is
affected by the formation of the chemical heterogeneity. In
this context it should be mentioned, that our previous work
was performed using, in some cases, the same crystals or, at
least, crystals from the same manufacturer and with similar
experimental conditions.
Taking our experimental data as a guideline, one can de-
duce that the restructuring for reducing conditions can be
characterized by the general form
k3SrTiO3↔p3SrTiO31q3SrO~SrTiO3!n1s3Ti2O
1t3TiO1~3s1t !/23O2↑
with k5p1q3~n11 !, 2s1t5q . ~1!
It is important to notice that Ti2O is actually the main Ti
component observable in the x-ray-diffraction data for the
preparation conditions considered in the present work. In the
case of oxidizing conditions, the chemical reaction would be
described in a basic form by
k3SrTiO3↔p3SrTiO31q3SrO*~SrTiO3!n1q3TiO2
with k5p1q3~n11 !. ~2!Taking into account the full complexity of the processes
involved for oxidizing conditions one would also have to
include the so-called Magne´li-type structures (TimO2m21 ,
see, e.g., Ref. 48!, an ordered form of oxygen-deficient TiO2
observable in our x-ray-diffraction data,42 as well as the pos-
sible uptake of oxygen from the surrounding atmosphere.49
The occurrence of the homologues series of Ruddlesden-
Popper ~RP! phases @SrO*(SrTiO3)n# ~Ref. 18! is a result of
an intergrowth of SrO into the original perovskite-structure.
On the other hand, the TiO-rich phases form by dismantling
of SrO layers and, in the reduced case, by additional reduc-
tion with a loss of oxygen. It should be emphasized that due
to the dynamic character of the restructuring the description
of the above given reactions constitute only a spotlight on
the actual processes. All variables are to be considered as
time dependent and the final state of the chemical composi-
tion of the crystal is yet unknown.
The formation of Ruddlesden-Popper and Magne´li phases
are well known in the literature for the SrO-TiO2 pseudobi-
nary system ~for the RP phases see, e.g., Refs. 18 and 50–53,
for the Magne´li phases see Ref. 54!. It turns out that already
small changes in the Sr/Ti stoichiometry for SrTiO3 are suf-
ficient to produce these phases as the excess solubility limit
for both TiO2 and SrO are known to be rather low.55 It
should be pointed out that the intergrowth of SrO layers
FIG. 6. STM image taken for ~100! surface heated in reducing
conditions and slowly cooled in UHV. A canyonlike structure is
clearly visible.
5916 PRB 60K. SZOT AND W. SPEIERFIG. 7. AFM images taken in situ of a ~100! surface after slow cooling of samples heated in reducing conditions to 750 °C for 25 min
~a! and then reheated for 1.5 h ~b!.leading to the RP phases is not necessarily in an ordered
fashion, but is rather given by a random distribution leading
to microregions of different compositions ~see the pioneering
work of Tilley!,50 i.e., varying values of n. Interestingly
enough, the disorder can be characterized by the directional
growth of perovskite lamellae with values of n which are
both lower and higher than the nominal crystal composition.
Some of the information on the microstructure of the RP
phases can be set in relation to our results on the reorgani-
zation of the surface region for thermally treated SrTiO3. It
is thus not surprising that our x-ray-diffraction data for the
oxidized crystals42 revealed an intercalation level of the RP
FIG. 8. STM image of a growth spiral taken on top of a ridge of
the canyonlike structure of Fig. 6.phase varying over a range of values of n, in our case from
n51 to 6. Recent detailed analysis even indicated that RP
phases up to n510 may occur.56 Notice that only in the case
of reduced crystals did we find a very limited number of RP
phases, with n53 being highly dominant.17 In this context
note finally that isolated planar faults caused by the inter-
growth of SrO layers are known to exist in stoichiometric
~disordered! SrTiO3.50
The local chemical heterogeneity developing in the near-
surface region as a result of the heat treatment forms by
redistribution of Sr and/or SrO and subsequent solid-state
reactions. The role of AO as source and sink in the formation
of a local chemical heterogeneity in ABO3-type perovskite
has been set in relation to the high degree of
AO-nonstoichiometry, the so-called g-nonstoichiometry, in
perovskites57 well documented for the more volatile PbO in
FIG. 9. Rate of formation of nonperovskite phases in SrTiO3 for
oxidizing conditions at different temperatures ~adapted in parts
from Ref. 42!.
PRB 60 5917SURFACES OF REDUCED AND OXIDIZED SrTiO3 . . .PbTiO3 or PbZrO3 ~see references in Ref. 57!. It should be
stressed that the range of temperatures involved in our ex-
periment ~up to 1000 °C! lies below the limit where evapo-
ration of SrO has to be taken into account. In this respect, the
redistribution of SrO within the crystal could be considered
as a precursor of the general tendency of the perovskite to
form the AO nonstoichiometry at high temperatures.58
Above 1000 °C the possibility of Sr loss due to evaporation
can no longer be neglected ~see below!. Notice, that for the
easy reorganization of the chemical composition observed
~already at 500 °C!!, fast diffusion paths are necessary. The
existence of such special transport paths due to extended
defects in perovskite of ABO3 type can be directly deduced
from tracer experiments (18O) with SIMS analysis
(CaTiO3,59 KNbO3,32 but see Ref. 60!. Furthermore, the fast
reorganization of AO layers near the surface of perovskite
has been observed in situ by transmission electron micros-
copy ~for Ca12xSrxTiO3 see Ref. 52, for BaTiO3 see Ref. 61!
and has been referred to as ‘‘zipper effect.’’ 62 Of course,
these results cannot be directly compared to our situation
since those experiments have been performed under electron
irradiation. But, the observations give an impressive account
of the ease of reorganization of atomic layers in the surface
region of ABO3 perovskite and can most probably be trans-
ferred to the thermal treatment of stoichiometric SrTiO3.
The restructuring in the near-surface region is obviously a
complex interplay of processes with the depletion and en-
richment of SrO, the role of special fast diffusion paths and
subsequent solid-state reactions. Figure 11 provides a visu-
alization of the possible combinations of these processes for
one specific example case, here representing the basic reac-
tion for oxidizing conditions as summarized in Eq. ~2!. The
illustration sketches out the dismantling of SrO layers, trans-
port along extended defects and subsequent intercalation in
the perovskite structure. The ordered intergrowth of SrO can
lead to the formation of RP phases ~here only the highest
level RP phase with n51) and a shearing mechanism is
responsible for the formation of TiO2. The schematic illus-
tration does not depict the full complexity of the processes
involved, but is used to contrast the restructuring of the near-
surface region with the standard description of defect chem-
istry of perovskite in terms of point defect models.
FIG. 10. Schematic illustration of the chemical heterogeneity in
the surface region of a SrTiO3 crystal induced by oxidation or re-
duction at elevated temperatures.The complexity of processes involved in the restructuring
of the near-surface region can give rise to a variety of surface
behavior. Most prominent influences are the duration of ther-
mal treatment, the specific details of heat treatment, as well
FIG. 11. Schematic illustration of the possible restructuring of
the near-surface region of SrTiO3 at elevated temperatures for oxi-
dizing conditions. The figure depicts in a simplified manner the
interplay of basic processes, such as dismantling, transport, and
intercalation of SrO layers ~a! as well as corresponding shearing
mechanisms @see ~b!#, which result in the chemical modification of
the near-surface region ~c! with the formation of Ruddlesden-
Popper phases ~here only Sr2TiO4) and Ti-rich phase ~here only
TiO2). The presented scheme combines information from a range of
available experimental data, mainly by x-ray diffraction ~Refs. 17
and 42!, microanalysis ~Ref. 17!, high-resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy ~Refs. 50 and 79! and atomic force microscopy
~this work!. But note, the illustration does not reflect the full com-
plexity of the processes ~see text!. For reducing conditions basically
the same kind of basic processes are involved in the restructuring of
the near-surface region taking into account, in particular, the con-
tinuous loss of oxygen from the surface.
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I4/mmm) taken from Ref. 42.
SrTiO3 Sr2TiO4 Sr3Ti2O7 Sr4Ti3O10 Sr5Ti4O13 Sr6Ti5O16
a5b: 3.992 3.983 3.935 3.927 3.922 3.922
c: 3.992 11.80 19.66 27.50 35.40 43.16as the thermal history of the samples under investigation.
Further influence may result from surface preparation prior
to thermal treatment such as, for example, ion bombardment.
Moreover, the experimental technique itself may affect the
surface as, for example, encountered in case of electron irra-
diation with the possibility of induced migration of surface
ions ~see, e.g., Ref. 63!. Before going into a detailed discus-
sion of the experimental results for the morphology of the
surface, a few features of our study should be emphasized.
First of all, we have applied extensive thermal treatment in
keeping our samples at elevated temperatures for at least 24
h. Though considerable changes on the surface can already
be observed after much shorter times ~see also, e.g., Fig. 7!,
the extended annealing times was chosen in order to allow
the restructuring in the near-surface region to be well estab-
lished. Second, it turned out to be a vital ingredient to con-
sider the specific details of the thermal treatment, in particu-
lar the effect of heating and cooling rates for reducing
conditions ~see discussion in Sec. IV C!. Furthermore, we
always used fresh ~‘‘virgin’’! samples for a new set of prepa-
ration variables. This way we excluded the influence of the
thermal history of the crystals as a cause for specific changes
on the surface. And finally, we avoided any use of ion bom-
bardment or flash heating for cleaning of the surface.
B. Surfaces of oxidized crystals
Considering now the AFM results, we are actually able to
assign the structures on the surface of the oxidized crystals to
the formation of RP phases. For this, we use the observed
step-heights collected in Table I. The regularity of the ex-
perimental values cannot be related to a simple step bunch-
ing with multiples of the SrTiO3 unit cell. Instead, by refer-
ence to the lattice parameters for different RP phases listed in
Table II, we conclude that the terraces on the surface of the
SrTiO3 crystals oxidized above 900 °C originate from a RP
phase with n51 (Sr2TiO4). In this case, the RP phases of
higher n identified by XRD have necessarily to be situated in
deeper layers of the surface region. The experimental results
of the oxidized ~100! surface ~see Fig. 4! can therefore be
interpreted in such a way that the growth of these phases has
to occur perpendicular to the surface. Whereas at lower tem-
peratures ~around 800 °C! the terraces show only a mixture
of various step heights related to the unit cell of the perov-
skite structure, the surfaces at higher temperatures ~around
TABLE III. Lattice constants of Ti2O with space group P3¯m1
and TiO with space group Fm3m taken from Ref. 93.
Ti2O TiO
a: 2.95 4.2
c: 4.85900–1000 °C! are covered almost completely with steps re-
lated to the extra RP phase of n51. The formation of the
step-terrace structure and the continuous growth in width
agrees well with recent AFM measurements by other
groups.37–40 The fact that the whole surface may be covered
after extensive heat treatment with the step height corre-
sponding to Sr2TiO4 is interesting. So far, only intermediate
step-heights had been mentioned for much shorter annealing
times.38 But note that such a surface with well established
terraces of step height corresponding to Sr2TiO4 may lend
itself to an improvement of film deposition of high-
temperature superconductors, such as YBaCuO4, which has
a unit cell of 11.75 Å.
The enrichment of Sr close to and on the surface is a
result of the segregation of Sr and/or SrO at elevated tem-
peratures under oxidizing conditions. This has been experi-
mentally verified for undoped SrTiO3 by Auger spectroscopy
~see, e.g., Ref. 36, and references therein! and SIMS
analysis.17 The effect of a continuous transport of material to
the surface can even be inferred from AFM measurements.
For this, we compare in Fig. 12 ~100! surfaces for samples
from the same crystal prepared at 1000 °C for 24 and 120 h.
One can clearly see that dropletlike features @similar to the
features observed in the reduced case, see Fig. 3~c! and be-
low# become visible on the surface after heat treatment ap-
pearing along with the steplike terrace structure. At 24 h
these features are still rare, but their density and size in-
creases with time. As can be also taken from Fig. 12, the
effect is dramatically accelerated at higher temperatures
~here 1100 °C!. In this case, even some conglomeration of
the features becomes apparent. Even more, after 120 h we
discovered microcrystals which have grown on top of the
surface. At the same time, the droplet features have disap-
peared in the close vicinity of these crystals. Whereas the
dropletlike features do not show any facetting, the microc-
rystals are regularly shaped and exhibit nicely oriented sur-
faces. Furthermore, the microcrystals can be shown experi-
mentally, by elemental distribution mapping,64 to consist
almost exclusively of Sr as cationic species. Therefore just as
in other studies ~see below!, we interpret the dropletlike fea-
tures as accumulation of SrO on the surface. The results
indicate that the longer the heat treatment or the higher the
temperature the excess amount of SrO on the surface gets
obviously not structurally accommodated. One may argue
that the formation of the Ruddlesden-Popper phases at an
early stage of heat treatment, in particular Sr2TiO4 on the
surface, hinders further intergrowth of SrO at a later stage.
With prolonged heating, the agglomeration of these features
seem to lead to a recrystallization of the extra material re-
sulting in the formation of microcrystals. At the same time,
surfaces modified in this way also seem to lose Sr/SrO by
evaporation at temperatures above 1000 °C as evident from
thermogravimetrical measurements ~see below!. In any case,
PRB 60 5919SURFACES OF REDUCED AND OXIDIZED SrTiO3 . . .FIG. 12. AFM measurements of ~100! surfaces prepared at 1000 °C for 24 h ~a!, 120 h ~b! and at 1100 °C for 24 h ~c! and 120 h ~d!. The
data give evidence for the appearance of droplet features, which are attributed to SrO, for prolonged heating and higher temperatures. The
regular microcrystal in ~d! arises due to the agglomeration of the dropletlike features.the result is an impressive account of the fact that the surface
for the kind of heat treatment applied is not in equilibrium
but undergoes further changes in time ~see above!, in this
case the continuous accumulation of SrO. Notice that such a
precipitation of SrO on the surface makes it also necessary to
extend the description of the effect of oxidizing conditions as
given above in Eq. ~2! ~see also Ref. 49!.
The topography observed for ~110! surfaces can also be
understood within the suggested framework. For this, the
original ~110! surface should be regarded as a conglomera-
tion of microregions, where terraces of orientation in ~100!
direction dominate. This can be related to a preferential frac-
turing along the ~100! direction since this is the natural
cleavage plane for the material. The new phases formed on
the ~110! surface do also show a preferential growth. The
phases ~with step size of 11.8 Å! can then be thought of as
expanding the terraces with ~100! orientation, growing again
perpendicular to the ~100! direction. This way, the observed
rooflike structure can be explained as an accumulation of
terraces in the ~100! direction. However, the continuity of the
~100! terraces, as in the case of the ~100! surface, is not
achieved for the ~110! surface, and thus leads to the irregular
growth observed.
A consistent picture emerges for the effects of oxidation
of SrTiO3 crystals combining atomic force microscopy with
micro- and phase analysis. Our results confirm that AFM is a
versatile tool to visualize the effects of the restructuring on
the surface for oxidizing conditions. In this respect, the datafor the ~110! surfaces @see again Fig. 3~b!# provide a particu-
larly impressive account of the extent of changes occurring
at elevated temperatures.
C. Surfaces of reduced crystals
The observed topographical changes on the surface for
reduced crystals were highly dependent on the experimental
details. This becomes apparent by a comparison of Figs. 3~c!
and 6. The differences were related above to the details of
heat treatment. In this context one should note that all hith-
erto reported experiments of STM for reduced crystals ~also
in this work! have not actually been performed at elevated
temperatures, but instead at room temperatures. Only high-
temperature measurement ~fracturing and measuring at el-
evated temperatures! would allow to observe the changes on
the surface ‘‘in status nascendi.’’ Rather, it is important to
stress that the interpretation of the measurements gets com-
plicated due to the phenomena which occur in the process of
heating and cooling. For this, consider the schematic defect
chemistry diagram in Fig. 2. In our case, the conditions for
preparation of the crystal are chosen in such a way as to
provide reduction in the n regime, e.g., for a partial pressure
of 1028 Torr. However, the starting point for a preparation of
the crystal at elevated temperature and, at the same time, the
end point for the actual measurement after cooling, would be
both situated on the ‘‘hypothetical’’ isotherm at room tem-
perature lying actually in the p regime, and thus in
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isotherm at room temperatures would lie below app. 10230
Torr!. Therefore the crystal is inevitably traversing the dif-
ferent regimes on heating and cooling and the surface will
accordingly try to adjust to the different conditions.
Consider, for instance, a process where only a slow cool-
ing is applied to a sample after reduction at elevated tem-
peratures. In such a case, the reduced crystals would have
time enough to equilibrate ~at least near the surface! to the
oxidizing conditions as the temperature decreases. In the
case of only oxidizing a crystal this is not critical; the pro-
cesses are additive on heating and cooling as the sample
would stay within the p regime. In contrast, in the case of
reduction the crystal is traversing the different regimes, and
the two processes of reduction and oxidation may even coun-
teract the redistribution of material within the surface region
depending on the details of the heating and, for our argument
more important, the cooling process. These considerations lie
at the heart of the differences observed between our slow
cooling and quenching experiments. The actual composition
of the different chemical phases within the surface region
can only be frozen in by quenching the reduced crystal. But
notice, even in this case, segregation of material to the sur-
face ~Sr or SrO complexes! can occur. In fact, we attribute
the appearance of the additional dropletlike structures on the
surface of reduced crystals ~see above and Ref. 17! to this
redistribution of matter on cooling as the crystal tries to
equilibrate to the conditions of the p regime. As pointed out
in Ref. 17, it may also explain the enrichment of Sr right at
the surface of reduced crystals as detected by SIMS even
after quenching. Notice that these features are also apparent
as clusters in the STM results by Refs. 25 and 28 and have
been analyzed to consist indeed of SrO.28 Interestingly
enough, Jiang and Zegenhagen25 noted that the density of
such clusters increases after exposing to air and reannealing
in UHV. This is understandable considering the nonadditive
effects of redistribution of matter in the surface region as the
samples crosses the borderline between n and p regime on
heating and cooling. This in mind, the appearance of canyon-
like structures observed in the experiments with a relatively
slow cooling rate ~see Figs. 6 and 7 and Ref. 28!, in com-
parison with the situation after quenching, could then be ex-
plained by the redistribution of matter during the cooling
process. In case sufficient time is available, the extra material
may then be accommodated in the crystal structure on the
surface, thus giving rise to microcrystals of an additional
phase on and right underneath the surface. In fact, notice that
the structures leading to the canyonlike features show indi-
cations of a regular arrangement with a preferential orienta-
tion. Such a regular organization and orientation along ~100!
is observed for the extended defects ~see, e.g., Ref. 32 for
KNbO3). The reorganization on the surface with enough
time may lead to the growth of additional crystal structures
in other directions than perpendicular to the ~100! orientation
of the surface, which was the case of the oxidation process.
We conclude that the redistribution of matter and reorga-
nization processes on heating and cooling lead to a compli-
cated interplay of different phenomena. This way, the details
of the preparation process, the history of the crystals in terms
of previous thermal treatment, and the properties of the crys-
tals concerning, e.g., the density of extended defects, influ-ence the surface structure prepared at elevated temperatures.
For instance, repeated reduction shows a tendency to build
up a complicated surface structure with phases of both re-
ducing and oxidizing origin. A case-in-point is the AFM pic-
tures in Fig. 7 of a reduction at elevated temperatures pro-
ceeding in various steps on the same sample. These results
indicate that such a complicated chemical restructuring may
have to be taken into account in interpreting STM results for
cases where crystals had been reduced in several thermal
cycles with intermediate cooling. Therefore we would like to
stress again that the dependence of the reorganization of the
surface and in the surface region on the thermal history of
crystals make it advisable to use always ‘‘virgin’’ crystals
for the thermal preparation and employ quenching after re-
duction at elevated temperatures.
According to the arguments given above, we take the
AFM measurements of the flash cooled samples ~see Fig. 3!
as a close representative for the topography of the reduced
surface at elevated temperatures except for the appearance of
dropletlike structures. The existence and growth of holes on
the terraces of the surface is then taken as a signal of the loss
of matter. Considering the restructuring of the near-surface
region presented above @see Eq. ~1!#, several processes oc-
cur: SrO is depleted on and near the surface and oxygen is
lost from exposed TiO2 layers. Thermogravimetrical mea-
surements and effusion experiments indicate only small
losses of material from the samples for the temperature range
chosen. We regard SrO as being the main component to be
redistributed within the near-surface region. But, the TiO2
layers exposed on the surface are subject to a further redis-
tribution as a result of additional loss of surface oxygen.
Turning to the characteristics of the terraces in our AFM
results for ~100! surfaces, we observed an increase in step
height with temperature ~see Table I in comparison with
Table III! which we attribute to the appearance of Ti2O and
TiO layers on the surface.
Our results and interpretation for treatment of SrTiO3 in
reducing conditions at elevated temperatures suggests the en-
richment of Ti-rich layers on the ~100! surface or, within our
framework, depletion of Sr and O. The fact that the surface
of crystals annealed in ultrahigh vacuum becomes dominated
by TiO2-terminated layers had already been inferred from
surface sensitive spectroscopy.30 It is also well known that
these layers are subject to the additional loss of oxygen,
which introduces oxygen vacancies and causes dramatic
changes in the electronic structure.1,30 This loss of oxygen is
readily apparent in photoemission data for surfaces of
SrTiO3 @see Refs. 4 and 30 for ~100! surfaces, Refs. 26 and
65 for ~110! surfaces, and Ref. 66 for ~111! surfaces#. Ex-
periments by scanning tunnel microscopy on ~100! surfaces
have indicated a vacancy ordering leading to various forms
of reconstructions,24–26 the details of which are highly de-
pendent on annealing procedures and parameters.25 Our re-
sults show that for the extensive thermal treatment applied in
this work ~annealing for 24 h! the effects on the surface go
far beyond the introduction of vacancies and reconstruction.
Since the restructuring of the reduced surfaces is better de-
scribed by the formation of new Ti-rich phases, vacancy for-
mation and ordering on the surface may then be regarded as
an intermediate step or as a reconstruction of a surface al-
ready modified by the developing new chemical phases.
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cedure clearly play a significant role. Our results point to the
necessity to design experiments which allow to eliminate the
opposing effects of the so-called n- and p-type nonstoichi-
ometries invariably encountered during both heating and
cooling.
Combining the available information, the observed
changes in the morphology of the surface may then be ratio-
nalized in different steps. The depletion of SrO in the upper-
most layers and continuous reduction of the exposed TiO2
layers leads to an interesting thermodynamic state in the up-
permost layers of the crystals. The uppermost layers are
characterized by an extensive breaking of bonds for Ti. Cor-
respondingly, Ti becomes more mobile on the surface. This,
in turn, can lead to a diffusion of Ti with its remaining oxy-
gen along the surface and causes the successive enlargement
of the holes which are apparent in the AFM data as given in
Fig. 3. Further reorganization results in a growth of the
titanium-rich phases such as TiO and Ti2O on the surface
with their respective step heights ~see Tables I and III!.
D. Potential driving forces for a decomposition
of the near-surface region of perovskite crystals
The theoretical interpretation of changes on the surface of
perovskite crystals induced by thermal treatment have so far
been limited to analysis in terms of relaxation, rumpling,
reconstruction, and segregation. For instance, the modifica-
tions of the crystallographic geometry of the uppermost
atomic layers and of the electronic structure at the surface
have been described as an effect of changes in the Madelung
potential on the surface.67 Such models, which play an im-
portant role in the interpretation of the catalytic properties of
perovskite crystals and have found support by theoretical
calculations,8 allow a description of the potential reorganiza-
tion of only the uppermost monolayers. Similarly, the analy-
sis of the enrichment or depletion of one of the cationic
species on the surface by equilibrium segregation models
~see, e.g., Refs. 68 and 36! applies to the uppermost layer or,
at the most, a few atomic layers. However, the experimental
evidence confronts us with a dramatic chemical reorganiza-
tion of the near-surface region and a multilayer-type order-
ing. The only models developed in solid state science to
account for such changes on a macroscopic scale in ternary
oxides are based on kinetic demixing. In these models the
driving forces for the solid-state reactions are connected to
the differences in mobility of the involved cations under an
applied gradient, either thermal ~see, e.g., Ref. 69, and refer-
ences therein!, electrical ~see, e.g., Ref. 70!, mechanical ~see,
e.g., Ref. 71, and references therein!, or chemical ~see, e.g.,
Ref. 72, and references therein! in nature. Accordingly, crys-
tals or ceramics of a ternary oxide of composition ABO3
would decompose into the main binary oxides AO and BO2
~Ref. 73! as well as, probably, a series of intermediate oxides
such as AO*(ABO3)n and AO*(BO2)n .74 Without imposed
gradients the original crystals are presumed to be chemically
stable within a wide range of temperatures and partial pres-
sure of oxygen ~see, e.g., Ref. 73!. For a perovskite of ABO3
type such as BaTiO3 the effect of kinetic demixing can be
observed as a result of an applied electrical gradient.42 Yet,
the observed chemical restructuring on the surface and in thenear-surface region of SrTiO3 as described above is found
for isothermal and isobaric conditions. And, the crystals un-
der investigation are not subjected to externally imposed
electrical fields or mechanical stress. Therefore kinetic de-
mixing does not seem to apply directly to the situation en-
countered in our kind of experiment. On the other hand, one
may not neglect minimal thermal gradient between the bulk
and the surface of samples as a result of dynamical heating
procedures. But, we have convinced ourselves that the dy-
namics of the restructuring depends critically on the duration
of the high-temperature treatment ~see, e.g., Fig. 12! as long
as heating and cooling rates are similarly large.
Without external gradients, the observed decomposition
in SrTiO3 can only be understood by assuming internal
fields, either electrical or mechanical in nature, between the
bulk and the surface of the crystal, or by considering the
perovskite as a metastable chemical phase. In fact, the latter
becomes highly relevant for SrTiO3 for temperatures above
1000 °C. By thermogravimetrical measurements of undoped
stoichiometric single crystals ~and also donator doped crys-
tal! in dry oxygen ~synthetic air, pO2’200 Torr) we observed
the onset of loss of material at app. 1000 °C. Just above
1000 °C the loss of material becomes substantial amounting
to app. 0.05%. Our analysis of the evaporated species on the
basis of fluorescence spectroscopy ~characterizing the mate-
rial deposited opposite the sample! revealed that this con-
sisted of mainly strontium. This then implies that the evapo-
ration of Sr or Sr oxides are driving forces for a
decomposition of the perovskite at such high temperatures.
In this case, the defect chemistry can only be described
within a three-dimensional space, where both the activity of
O2 as well as surrounding strontium are independently var-
ied.
Returning to the important issue of the kind of driving
forces responsible for the decomposition for temperatures
below 1000 °C without a preferential evaporation or loss of
material brings the role of extended defects in the perovskite
into focus. For SrTiO3, Wang et al.75 have very recently
shown that the density of dislocations is unusually high in
‘‘skin’’ region of originally cut single crystals. These ex-
tended defects do not only act as fast diffusion paths for a
redistribution of the cations, predominantly Sr, within the
near-surface region ~see above!, but are accompanied by a
strained region. This may be sufficient for the local mechani-
cal stress gradients ~nanostress! to act as driving force for the
segregation of cations. Indeed, elasticity-induced solute re-
distribution around dislocations have been discussed in the
literature ~see, e.g., Ref. 71, and references therein!. An il-
lustration of the effect of the mechanical forces imposed on
SrTiO3 at elevated temperatures ~here 1000 °C! can be taken
from Fig. 13. It is well known that single-crystalline SrTiO3
show plastic deformation at elevated temperatures.76–78 The
surface of those parts of the crystals with maximum me-
chanical strain do not only reveal the above analyzed step-
terrace formation with 6 or 12 Å but also the growth of
microcrystals. The dimension of these additional microcrys-
tals is correlated to the bending curvature of single crystals
@compare Figs. 13~b! and 13~c!#. Outside the main strained
parts of the crystals no microcrystals are observed leaving
only the characteristic steplike terraces @compare Fig. 13~a!
with Fig. 3~a!#. This result demonstrates that mechanical
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to regions of the crystal with high deformation, whereas ~c! shows a portion of the crystal with small strain. The whole surface is covered
with the kind of steplike terraces characteristic for these temperatures @see also Fig. 3~a!#. In addition, the deformation zone exhibits the
formation of microcrystals as a result of a massive redistribution of material and subsequent recrystallization.stress leads to a massive segregation of extra material and
subsequent recrystallization. Further analysis of the compo-
sition by electron microprobe gives evidence of the accumu-
lation of Sr. It is also interesting to note that we observed a
similar behavior concerning the growth of microcrystals at
elevated temperatures for strained surfaces as a result of
roughening or scratching at room temperature.
A note should be added concerning the important role of
the accompanying shearing mechanism on a macroscopic
scale involved in the high-temperature restructuring. This is
important since the segregation and subsequent intercalation
of material, here SrO, should, in principle, lead in the labo-
ratory framework to an increase of the dimension of the crys-
tal and thus to an increase in the mechanical energy and
internal mechanical strain. Yet, the optimal restructuring,
which does not involve any appreciable change in dimen-
sion, should rely on the shearing mechanism between dis-
mantled, or deintercalated, layers ~compare with Fig. 11!.
The effect of shearing mechanisms in the perovskite accom-
panying AO depletion is documented in the literature.79,80
The driving forces for redistribution of the cations in pres-
ence of extended defects may not only be due the strained
region around extended defects but, in addition, may arise by
differences in the formation energy of defects between the
extended defects and the bulk of the crystal, just like dis-
cussed in the literature for the surface segregation betweenthe surface and the bulk ~see, e.g., Refs. 36 and 68, and
references therein!. Yet, very little information is available
for such formation energies. For SrTiO3 only bulk values
have been theoretically calculated indicating the energetic
preference of Schottky-like SrO vacancies.58 Along this line
of argument the extended defects act as an internal source of
Sr and SrO complexes. Yet, as already pointed out by Liang
and Bonnell,29 the kind of modifications encountered give
rise to dramatic spatial variations and very different chemical
surroundings and thus make it more appropriate to consider
the equilization of chemical activities as acting driving
forces rather than differences in defect formation energies.
Discussing the potential driving forces for the restructur-
ing in the near-surface region the influence of space charge
effects has to be considered ~concerning the possible role of
such effects in the case of SrTiO3, see Refs. 68, 36, and 29!.
We have therefore set out to measure the potential difference
as a result of the restructuring of the near-surface region.
Yet, one does not succeed to measure a potential difference
directly on crystals subjected to heat treatment. The shell-
like structure of the inhomogeneous near-surface region
around the crystal ~see Fig. 10! does not produce a voltage
between the outer electrodes on opposite sides of the crystal
since the different potential differences are oriented against
each other. On the other hand, it becomes easily detectable
for heat-treated crystals ~here 1000 °C! after fracturing or
PRB 60 5923SURFACES OF REDUCED AND OXIDIZED SrTiO3 . . .FIG. 14. Measurement of the potential difference of a single crystal prepared for 24 h at 1000 °C in oxidizing conditions. Negligible
potential difference is measured for the shell-like configuration of the inhomogeneous near-surface region @symmetrical configuration
visualized in ~a!#. For an asymmetrical configuration @see ~b!# a large potential difference can de detected which shows a reversible behavior
as a function of temperature up to app. 300 °C ~indicated by R!. Above this temperature, the potential difference exhibits a totally different
behavior for the heating and cooling cycle ~given by the arrows! as a result of the restoration of a symmetrical configuration. We assume that
the potential difference is related to the concentration gradient for Sr within the near-surface region:
~a! E1uSrOuSrO3~SrTiO3!nuTiO2uSrTiO3uSrO3~SrTiO3!nuSrOuE2
wE12wE250, E15E2 (Au, Ag)
~b! E1uSrOuSrO3~SrTiO3!nuTiO2uSrTiO3uE2
wE12wE2Þ0, E15E2 (Au, Ag).
removal of the inhomogeneous near-surface region on one
side of the sample, thus producing an assymmetrical configu-
ration ~see Fig. 14!. The observed values are dependent on
temperature reaching a maximum ~of app. 500 meV! around
330–340 °C and are reversible for repeated measurement.
The surface is found to be negatively charged with respect to
the bulk and thus opposite in sign compared to the kind of
space charge potential as predicted, for example, by Desu
and Paine for BaTiO3 ~Ref. 68, but see Nowotny in Ref. 81!.
Even more, the values are much larger as anticipated and are
electrochemical in origin. The measured potential difference
is due to a diffusion of Sr ions within the near-surface region
as a result of the imposed concentration gradient in this re-
gion of the crystal at high temperatures. In this respect it is
even tempting to consider the multilayer-type heterogeneity
within the near-surface region with the intercalated ~RP
phase! and deintercalated (TiO2) material as a local analog
of a rocking-chair battery ~see, e.g., Julien in Ref. 81!. The
mobility of Sr ions at low temperatures is not surprising in
view of the high Sr leaching rate observed for SrTiO3 at
these temperatures ~below 300 °C! ~Ref. 82! or the processesinvolved in hydrothermal preparation ~at 120–220 °C! of
Sr3Ti2O7-SrTiO3 microcomposite particles with an epitaxial
core-shell structure.83 Such high mobility of A cations, even
in absence of aqueous solutions, are known in ternary oxides.
NaxWO3 serves as a particular impressive case in point for
the unusual high cationic mobility at low temperatures due to
the movement of Na along channels ~see, e.g., Ref. 84, and
references therein!. We would also like to emphasize that
measurements of the potential difference is an established
procedure to analyze the kinetics of ion migration for ternary
oxides ~see, e.g., Ries and Schoonman in Ref. 81!. Above
350 °C our measurement shows a completely different be-
havior compared to low temperatures. For instance, the ob-
served potential difference decreases dramatically with tem-
perature with a remaining potential difference in the order of
only a few mV. And, the measurement is irreversible as the
potential difference does not regain either its original values
nor its temperature dependence. We therefore conclude that a
restoration of a symmetrical electrochemical configuration
~shell structure surrounding the crystal! sets in at tempera-
tures above 350 °C. Interestingly enough, this temperature
5924 PRB 60K. SZOT AND W. SPEIERcoincides with the temperature necessary to induce the solid
phase reactions and A11 diffusion in the combination reac-
tions of PbO1TiO2 for synthesis of PbTiO3 ~see, e.g., Ref.
85, and references therein!. In our view, the processes at
these temperatures cannot be directly compared the situation
encountered at high temperature, but have to be regarded as
a precursor of the kind of the high-temperature chemical re-
structuring.
Considering the intercalation and deintercalation mecha-
nism further studies are necessary to unravel the details of
the processes involved. Some microscopic information con-
cerning the deintercalation can be already taken from geo-
logical investigations on natural perovskite79 and concerning
the intercalation mechanism we refer to, e.g., Refs. 50 and
53.
Our analysis of the potential driving forces and the role of
the extended defects has so far concentrated on oxidizing
conditions. For reducing conditions we know that the se-
quence of intercalation and deintercalation is in an opposite
order and also involves the extended defects. Yet, we cannot
transfer our arguments concerning the driving forces directly
since the situation is more complicated with the influence of
the induced oxygen deficiency on the transport properties of
the extended defects, the local stress fields as well as the
defect formation energies.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the relationship be-
tween the high-temperature behavior and kinetic demixing
put forward for SrTiO3 in the present study has also been
discussed for doped binary oxides. Just like in our case,
doped binary oxides showed kinetic demixinglike phenom-
ena though the crystals were not subjected to any external
gradient but only abrupt changes of one of the thermody-
namical variables, either partial pressure of oxygen ~see, e.g.,
Ref. 86! or temperature ~see, e.g., Ref. 87!.
V. SUMMARY
Summarizing our results, the topographical and structural
information provide an interesting picture of the character of
the real surface of SrTiO3 after extensive thermal treatment
for temperatures in the range of 800–1000 °C. We observed
a dramatic restructuring for both reducing and oxidizing con-
ditions leading to the formation of nonperovskite phases on
the surface. For oxidized crystals with ~100! orientation, this
caused the formation of a regular SrO-rich surface with the
Ruddlesden-Popper phase Sr2TiO4 @SrO*~SrTiO3!n with n
51] above 900 °C. The formation of regular terraces with a
step height of app. 11.8 Å was observed, which may enhance
the quality of SrTiO3 as substrate for specific high-Tc super-
conductors. For the reduced state, we concluded that the re-
structuring of the surface region leads to the formation of a
Ti-rich phase of type TiO and Ti2O on the surface above
900 °C, depending on the reduction level.
The modifications of the surface are a manifestation of the
restructuring in the near-surface region which leads to a
chemically heterogeneous ‘‘skin’’ in the case of SrTiO3.This restructuring is attributed to a kinetic demixinglike be-
havior at elevated temperatures. Even more, the crystals can-
not be regarded to be equilibrated for the preparation condi-
tions employed. In fact, evidence is given that the surface
undergoes a continuous change in time, which, in the case of
oxidizing conditions, leads to a continuous accumulation of
SrO on the surface and, in the case of reducing conditions, to
the ongoing loss of oxygen from the Ti-enriched surfaces.
We argue that the extended defects play an important role in
the restructuring of the near-surface region. The local strain
fields in the neighborhood of the extended defects and equal-
ization of chemical activities are put forward as possible
driving forces for the kinetic demixinglike behavior.
The presented results indicate the importance of the de-
tails of the preparation process, the history of the crystals in
terms of the thermal treatment and their defect characteris-
tics, especially the existence of extended defects. Our analy-
sis forms the basis for more complicated heat treatment pro-
cedures which by combination of processes may induce
topographical changes with special features ~see, e.g., Refs.
27 and 88!.
Our study has been confined to the ~100! and ~110! sur-
faces of undoped SrTiO3. It would be interesting to study the
polar surfaces such as ~111! in a similar way in order to
extend the analysis of Refs. 89 and 90. Also, the effect of
doping on the properties of the surface should be investi-
gated, in particular, the introduction of donators by either Sr
or Ti substitution, e.g., by La or Nb, respectively, and corre-
sponding structural changes induced by the oxidative non-
stoichiometry in these systems ~see, e.g., Refs. 91 and 92!.
We argue that the results for SrTiO3 can be generalized to
the whole class of perovskites of ABO3 type. For this, sys-
tematic AFM studies for a whole series of other perovskite
including BaTiO3, KNbO3, and KTaO3 are currently under
way. It should be pointed out that the model presented,
which emphasizes the role of the extended defects and the
formation of a chemical heterogeneity near to and on the
surface, provides a shift of focus of the defect chemistry of
the ABO3 perovskites. One is confronted for these perovskite
with a situation very similar to the case of binary oxides,
such as oxygen deficient TiO2, where the nonstoichiometry
is not governed by classical point defect chemistry, but, in-
stead, governed by ordered superstructures and correspond-
ing crystallographic shearing mechanisms.
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